We add here details and complementary measurements that could not find room in the main text.
In section S1 we demonstrate the importance of a double well configuration for obtaining ballistic helical modes. In sections S2 & S3 we present additional measurements and further analysis of the integer and fractional helical states. In section S4 we show measurements of counter-propagating edge modes of integer and fractional states; specifically in the v=1 and v=1/3 states; as well as evidence for mixing (tunneling) between them. And finally in section S5
we present measurements that are performed on a wider quantum well (without an AlAs barrier in the middle), where stronger tunneling between the edge modes in the two sub-bands is present; and finally,
S1. Counter propagating edge modes with a single 2DEG
In Fig. S1 , three different configurations illustrate the necessity of two sub-bands in the quantum Hall effect regime for obtaining counter-propagating edge modes with opposite spins, i.e. helical modes. Figure S2 shows measurements of the reflected and transmitted currents at contacts D1 and D2, respectively, for a current sourced from contact S1. Evidently, the currents have little to no dependence on the counter-propagation length, LCP, when the edge modes have opposite spins, such as at     
S2. Complementary measurements of integer helical states

S3. Complementary measurement of fractional helical state
As seen in we attribute the decrease in the reflected current to current flow through the bulk (and to other grounded contacts) rather than to tunneling between the edge modes. Note that this is consistent with the fact that when current is injected from contact S2, the reflected current 22 SD I  is not affected by the length of propagation. Figure S4 shows a mixed case of 'integer-fractional' modes, were the filling on the right varies from   
S4. Counter propagating integer and fractional edge modes
S5. Wide quantum well structure (no internal barrier)
In a wide well structure, two sub-bands are populated with an increased spatial overlap between their wave-functions (here, the calculation is done with a certain gate voltage applied, to show the worst case of tunneling). One expects more significant inter-mode (inter sub-band) tunneling taking place. 
